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To mark the fifteenth anniversary of the death of Phil May, a small
exhibition of drawings by this famous Leeds artist was arranged in the Art
Gallery. It was intended as a tribute to a very great artist who is at long last
beginning to receive due recognition. His biographer, Mr. James Thorpe,
reminds us that a little over fifty years ago the name of Phil May was a household
word, but for many years after his death it remained in comparative obscurity.
To most people he was just a caricaturist, and it is ironical that even to-day
his reputation rests on his somewhat outlandish "Bohemianism" rather than
on the quality of his work.
Phil May was more than a mere caricaturist and cartoonist, he was a very

great draughtsman who is now beginning to take his rightful place with the
most eminent artists of the country. Not until 1920were his drawings admitted
to the British Museum, and he was first represented in the Tate Gallery in 1927.
But now his work is sought after, and has been bought by no less important
a collector than Sir William Burrell.
It is indeed fortunate that Leeds possesses such a fine collection, and for

this we are grateful to those far-seeing individuals who in 1909 formed them-
selves into the Phil May memorial committee which, in addition to placing a
portrait medallion on the house where he was born, gathered together a very
representative group of his works for the city's collection.

Now that his work is being considered in the light of real artistic achievement
rather than simply as funny drawings, greater pride may be taken in this
collection and also in the fact that Phil May was a native of this city.
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The Lupton Bequest

PAINTINGS AND SCULPTURE

Although the Agnes and Norman Lupton collection consisted primarily of
watercolours and drawings, the same taste and discrimination was applied to
everything which went to make their home. The house in which they lived
was designed by the late John Procter of Leeds. It was a modern, almost
revolutionary piece of architecture in red brick, tucked away on a wooded
Dorsetshire hillside. But austere though it appeared externally, the interior
had achieved a grace and charm by the careful choice and placing of the
contents in simple, well-proportioned rooms.
The paintings were few in number but of considerable interest and they

will form a valuable addition to the Leeds collection. There are five paintings
by P. Wilson Steer who was a great friend of the Luptons for many years.
The largest, ?he needles in a Mist 1919, was included in the Temple Newsam
exhibition in 1944. The early Windy Day, Bridgenorth 1901 is a vigorous piece
of painting, but the others, like the small Battersea Reach and Aude on a Blue
Sofa 1930, have the more ephemeral, fugitive qualities which characterize so
many of Steer's lovely canvasses.
There are two paintings by Jack Yeats, one of which, ?he Mystery Man, is

one of those enigmatical compositions which defy literary explanation. Yet in
his notes Mr. Lupton records Yeats's own description "Naked man with daggers
brought to a stand on a mountain top in the centre of the world by a figure
unarmed in an embroidered robe holding a stupid mask before his face."
This "explanation" is more confusing than the picture itself which has an
emotive quality beyond description. Og the Irish Coast is perhaps more picto-
rially obvious though no less charged with the poetic dynamism of this great
Irish artist.
Among the earlier pictures is a very charming Corot Le Mont Valerin painted

about 1835, which was formerly in the Prevost collection, and a small painting
by Diaz Path through?rees, both of which will add interest to our already fine
collection of Barbizon school pictures.
There is a very fresh little Landscape by J.M. W. Turner which was painted

in the open on a tour of Devonshire in 1812. This picture is mentioned in
Walter Thornbury's Life ofjM. W.?urner published in 1862. This is the
first painting by Turner to be added to the collection.
Among the pieces of sculpture are a few items of considerable interest. A

Greco-Roman marble Head of a Faun, possibly Dionysius, of the 1st or 2nd
century a.c., and a marble Aphrodite of similar date. The latter piece is
Alexandrine and was found in Cyprus. Another early example is a limestone
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LE MONT VALERIEN Oil on canvas 10" x 13$ J. B. C. CGRGT (1796—1875)
BEQUEATHED BY AGNES AND NORMAN LUPTON
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THE MYSTERY MAN Oil on canvas 9f" X 14$"
BEQUEATHED BY AGNES AND NORMAN LUPTON

J. B. YEATS



Candlestand, 4th century Chinese, carved in relief with Buddhist subjects.
Perhaps the most charming is the lead garden group Uenus and Cupid which

has now been placed on the south terrace. No history of the piece is available
but it appears to be French 17th century. It came from the collection at
Tottenham House, Sa~ ernake in 1946, together with a large early marble copy
of the Apollo Belvedere which is still in the garden at Hyde Crook and may
yet come to Leeds.

FURNITURF. AND CERAMICS
Of the many pieces of furniture which came from the Lupton collection,

few could be described as of outstanding quality. In the main they were
simple, elegant Georgian pieces chosen with the taste and discretion which
characterized all their possessions. Notable among the chairs was the set of
seven mahogany shield-backs in the Hepplewhite manner, but with a straight
top-rail which makes them unusual. The shaped seats are covered in red
leather of later date. The best single example is a French fauteuil, walnut
framed, with original needlework, of Louis XV period. The remaining chairs
are early nineteenth century English examples of various kinds.
An earlier piece is the mahogany settee of about 1775 which, though like

so many early pieces is loosely described as "Chippendale," seems to mark a
transition from that master's more sturdy designs to the flimsy elegance of
Hepplewhite.
Apart from a little French writing table in walnut and zebra wood with

ormolu mounts of Louis XV style, most of the remaining pieces of note are
English and date from the latter years of the eighteenth and the first quarter of
the nineteenth century. A typical Regency product is the sarcophagus-shaped
wine cooler of mahogany with brass inlay, supported by carved and painted
wood sphinxes. Slightly earlier in date are the satinwood escritoire with a fall
front and surmounted by a cupboard with mirror-panelled doors; a pair of
satinwood folding card tables; and a delicate little satinwood console.
Perhaps more entertaining are the two wall brackets in the form of Black-

amoors leaning against draped curtains and supporting the shelves. These
are most realistically carved and beautifully painted and gilded. Like the
carved and painted cats which will continue to be displayed on them, they are
Italian eighteenth century.
Among the remaining pieces are a mahogany and oak Mule chest; an "Act

of Parliament" clock in black and gold lacquer, and some occasional tables.
A valuable acquisition from the point of view of furnishing the house are

the oriental carpets, a large yellow ground Feraghan, an old Karabagh, and
four Kurdestan runners.
Among the ceramics there are a number of early Chinese pieces, the earliest
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APHRODITE ALEXANDRINE 200—100 B.C.
Marble 11$" high

BEQUEATHED BY AGNES AND NORMAN LUPTON
WALL BRACKET AND CAT. ITALIAN 18TH CENTURY

Carved mood painted, height 28"



being a pair of grotesques —Spirits of the Wind—in terra cotta, and tomb
figures of a horse and a female, all dating from the T'ang dynasty.
There are several large celadon pieces three large dishes, and a potiche of

the Sung and Yuan dynasties, and two garden seats of later date. Various
bowls, plates and dishes of the K'ang Hsi and Chien Lung periods are also
included, many of them good examples, but there is nothing of outstanding
merit.
Of the English ceramics, ofwhich there are a few pieces, the most important

is a pair of rare candlesticks from the Plymouth factory, and some early Whieldon
cats. Two fine Italian seventeenth century majolica dishes are also notable.
Nailsea glass appears to have been one of the "sideline" collections made

by Miss Lupton. Thirty specimens are included, and many are fine examples
from this interesting factory which Hourished under J. R. Lucas from 1777
and was eventually taken over by R. L. Chance, one of the greatest names in
the industry of our own time.

WATERCOLOURS AND DRAWINGS
It is hardly possible, in a preliminary survey, to do justice to the 244 water-

colours and other drawings contained in the second part of the Agnes and
Norman Lupton bequest. This collection, made with great discernment, is
alone sufficient to illustrate a history of English watercolour painting from its
beginnings in the seventeenth century to the present day. From time to time
we hope to publish articles on various facets of the collection and individual
artists represented in it and, in the not so distant future, to produce a complete
catalogue of drawings in the Leeds collection. In compiling these notes we
have been greatly assisted by Mr. Lupton's card index in which he preserved
the remarks of various experts who visited him and mentioned the provenance
of many of the drawings.
The earliest drawings in the collection form a series of Sussex views, executed

in pen and brown ink, which seem to have been used by W. Hollar as the
basis for etchings. These show Whiston House, Chanctonbury Hill, Bramber
Castle and Pevensey Castle, and are dated between February 1635 and
August 1636. Mr. Edward Croft-Murray has suggested that they may be the
work of the elder John Dunstall who executed a military "platt" of Carrick-
fergus in 1612. Dating from the end of the seventeenth century is a group of
pen drawings by Francis Place, one of which represents a Yorkshire scene, a
view of the east side of Catraik bridge. The others are of Mount Edgecumbe
(dated 1678), Bamborough Castle (dated 1701), Dublin Bay and Ireland'
Eye. These and the earlier drawings came from the remarkable collection of
Mr. Patrick Allan Frazer of Arbroath, a descendant of Francis Place, which
was sold at Sotheby's in 1931.
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KESWICK LAKE FRANCIS TO'WNE (1739?—1816)
Pen and brown ink with Ioatercolour 8$" x 13"
BEQUEATHED BY AGNES AND NORMAN LUPTON

g,~P'We

THE TOXOPHILITES THOMAs ROWLANDSON ( 1757—1827)
Pen and black ink with watercolour 13f' 20$"
BEQUEATHED BY AGNES AND NORMAN LIPTON



Three wash drawings of ships also date from the seventeenth century and
are by William Van de Velde the younger, two being signed with his initials.
But the most interesting work of this period is probably the charming pen
drawing by Francis Barlow, Coursing the Hare, which was executed as an
illustration to ?he Gentleman's Recreation. Other drawings of particular interest
to the student or collector of English sporting pictures are the five freely drawn
hunting scenes by James Seymour who worked in the first half of the eighteenth
century.
Richard Wilson is represented by seven drawings, the most interesting of

which is the view of Wilton House and the Palladian bridge. From this
drawing Wilson made the small oil sketch and then the large painting, both of
which still hang at Wilton. A strange Flight into Egypt seems to have been
freely adapted from Adam Elsheimer; the other five drawings are of Italian
scenes. William Marlow is the author of a watercolour of Borgo di Chaia,
near Naples, which is probably identical with No. 97 in the exhibition of the
Incorporated Society of Artists held in 1767. A charming view of the Falls of
Tivoli watched by a group of well dressed, and probably grand, tourists, is by
William Taverner and dated 1770.
The most important of the views of Italy are those by Francis Towne,

Alexander Cozens and John Robert Cozens. The fifteen drawings by Towne
came, originally, from the Merivale collection and can be traced back to
John Merivale with whom Towne made a tour of the Lake District in 1786.
Most of them are signed in Towne's meticulous hand and have a note on the
exact place from which the drawing was made, the time of day and the
direction of the light. There is one Welsh view dating from 1777, drawn near
Manturogg. Two drawings were made in Italy and two in Switzerland in
1781 and most of the others are of Lake District scenes. A good example of
these prospects is the view which is inscribed on the back of the old mount,
Morning sun from the left hand/A View of Eeswick Lake looking towards the headj
drawn on the spot bp Francis? owne.
The collection contains eleven drawings by Alexander Cozens and seventeen

by his son, John Robert Cozens, many of which are views taken in Italy and
Switzerland. The romantic views by J. R. Cozens compare strangely with
the cool objective prospects by Francis Towne, demonstrating clearly two
attitudes of landscape painting current at the end of the eighteenth century.
Particularly interesting is a view of a castle in the Tyrol, built on a crag and
surrounded with deeply mysterious hanging woods. Note should also be made
of the interior of the Colosseum, magnificent in its ruined and yet unexcavated
state.
Of the five drawings by Thomas Gainsborough that of ?he Meeting of the

Streams, in black chalk heightened with white, on blue paper, is at once the
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best and most characteristic. A pastoral landscape in chalk and watercolour
has great charm. J. C. Ibbetson is represented by an amusing landscape with
girls bathing in a pool watched by a boy from behind a rock; Diana and
Actaeon translated into Yorkshire dialect.
Prominent among the fourteen drawings by or attributed to Thomas

Rowlandson is The Toxophilites from which an engraving was published in
1790. Also by Rowlandson is a group of smugglers seated round a fire at the
base of a cliff which is drawn so that it resembles a group of vigilant human
faces staring at them.
The most interesting of the six drawings by Thomas Girtin is that of the

west end of Ripon Minster, executed in 1800. In this Girtin has brought the
Minster considerably closer to the river in order to include it and the Borrage
Bridge in one painting. A wash drawing of the Temple of the Sibyls at Tivoli
seems to be one of the works done for Dr. Thomas Monro and may have been
painted by Girtin in collaboration with J. M. W. Turner.
The various phases of Turner's career are well displayed in thirteen

drawings. Three copies of views by J. R. Cozens were almost certainly
executed by Turner, as a young man, for Dr. Thomas Monro. Dating from
1799 is the fascinating view of Fonthill Abbey, built for William Beckford by
James Wyatt, in the course of construction. It shows the first tower, which
collapsed before the building was completed, and is taken from the stone
quarry. A larger view of Fonthill, for which this is probably the sketch, was
exhibited by Turner in the Royal Academy in 1800 (No. 328). A beautiful
and romantic watercolour, The I.oreleiberg, was probably one of the fifty-one
Rhine drawings bought by Walter Ramsden Fawkes of Farnley Hall in 1819,
and was among a number sold by his grandson in 1890. A grey seascape
dates from about 1840 and a view of a castle on the Moselle from about 1844.
The collection contains eight small drawings by John Constable, one of

which is of Salisbury Cathedral and dated 1819. The Varley brothers, John,
Cornelius and William, are well represented. Of particular interest are the
large Welsh views by John Varley painted in 1804. David Cox is represented
by three and Peter de Wint by two drawings.
A watercolour by William Blake is an excellent example of the work of this

most interesting artist who was not previously represented in the Leeds
collection. It represents (see p. 2) job's Sacrifice and is the sketch for No. 18
of the engraved Illustrations of the Book of 3ob.

Among more recent works there are five watercolours by Ernest Procter,
who was a close friend of Mr. Lupton and his sister. Most of the seven
watercolours by P. Wilson Steer were bought at the sale of that artist's work
in 1942. There is a graceful drawing of a naked girl by Augustus John. A
large drawing of a haystack is by Paul Nash. The most recent works are three
bold watercolours by Katharine Church.
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FONTHILL ABBEY J.M. W. TURNER (1775—1851)
Walercolour 11$" X 17ee"

BEQUEATHED BY AGNES AND NORMAN LUPTON

SNOWDON FROM MOEL HEBOG JOHN VARLEY (1778—1842)
Watercolour 20)" x 32("

BEQUEATHED BY AGNES AND NORMAN LUPTON



ESSEX, LADY IRWIN RIGHARG GIBSGN (1615—1690)
Oil on canvas 48" x 38"

GIVEN BY THE RT. HON. THE EARL OF HALIFAX, 1948

ARTHUR, 6TH VISCOUNT IRWIN CHARLES JERVAS (c.1675—1739)
Oil on canvas 49$" x 39$"

GIVEN BY THE RT. HON. THE EARL OF HALIFAX~ 1948



Recent Research

THE INGRAM FAMILY PORTRAITS
HUGH HONOUR

When Lord Halifax sold Temple Newsam House to the Leeds Corporation
in 1922 he gave most of the Ingram family papers to the Public Library.
These papers give a fascinating picture of life at Temple Newsam from 1622
to the end of the eighteenth century, show the prices of various commodities
and give accounts of alterations made to the house. Among them are many
receipts including those from the Perrits for plaster work and one from Thomas
Chippendale, dated 1775, for a hexagon table, a pole glass and a mahogany
travelling strong box, none of which are now in the house. But the only
receipts for pictures are those from Leonard Knyff, mentioned on page 20,
and one or two which relate to the cleaning and relining of canvasses. In Lord
Halifax's possession, however, there are several inventories of pictures and a
few receipts which we have recently been privileged to examine. There are
two lists of pictures which belonged to Sir Arthur Ingram, but none of the
works mentioned in them have yet been traced. The inventories of importance
were made in about 1702, probably on the death of the third Viscount, about
1730 and about 1750. There are also two bills for pictures bought in sales,
further accounts from picture restorers and a few letters about pictures. A list
in the 7th Viscount's hand records the twenty-one "Pictures bought from
Hills that were my wifes Mrs. Ann Scarborough." The most interesting of
these are the portraits of "Mr. Scarborough Great grandfather to Lady Irwin"
and "Mrs. Scarborough Great Grandmother to Ann Lady Irwin." It seems
that these works are the portraits of Sir Charles Scarburgh and Mrs. Scarburgh
who would from this appear to be his wife and not his

daughter-in-law.'nother

inventory has come to light among the deeds deposited in the library
of the Yorkshire Archa..ological Society; this was made in 1808 on the death
of the 9th Viscount's widow and lists all objects in the house that were not
considered as heirlooms.
It is now generally realized that unsigned English pictures, especially

portraits, are best attributed on documentary rather than stylistic grounds.
In many cases a signed and dated receipt may, indeed, be of more value than
a signature which may be a later addition. The inventories are extremely
useful in attribution though their evidence must always be treated with
suspicion. It is instructive to trace the growth of an error through the Ingram
papers. In the 1750 inventory early seventeenth century portraits which had
previously been mentioned anonymously are dignified with the names of
Cornelius Johnson and Van Dyck. The seascapes, landscapes and battle
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ARTS CA

LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY
OPEN DAILY 10-30 to 6-30; SUNDAYS 2-30 to 5-0

SEPTEMBER 19 to
NOVEMBER 1 YORKSHIRE ARTISTS

Biennial exhibition of works by artists born, resident or trained
in the county.

OCTOBER 18 to
NOVEMBER 1 BIBLE EXHIBITION

NOVEMBER 7 to
DECEMBER 5

EXHIBITION OF
BOTANICAL ILLUSTRATION

An exhibition of books and prints organized by the Arts Council
in collaboration with the Society of Herbalists.

DECEMBER 5 to
DECEMBER 20

LEEDS FINE ARTS CLUB—
ANNUAL EXHIBITION

Future Events

JANUARY 2 to
FEBRUARY 14

EXHIBITION OF REMBRANDT ETCHINGS
FROM THE LUPTON BEQUEST

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE
OPEN DAILY, INCLUDING SUNDAYS, 11-30 a.m. to DUSK

OCTOBER 3 to
OCTOBER 21

BRADFER-LAWRENCE COLLECTION

Selection of Watercolours and Drawings, organized by the Arts
Council.
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SOME YORKSHIRE EXHIBITIONS

Doncaster, Art Gallery

Hull, Ferens Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Bradford, Art Gallery
Harrogate, Art Gallery
Huddersfield, Art Gallery
Halifax, Museum
Hull, Ferens Gallery

Rotherham, Art Gallery
Bradford, Art Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Halifax, Museum
Wakefield, Art Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Doncaster, Art Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Keighley, Museum
Brighouse, Art Gallery
Scarborough, Art Gallery
Harrogate, Art Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery

Chinese Porcelain from the
Victoria and Albert Museum
Paintings by Ivon Hitchens

Frank Behrens collection of Colour Engravings
Annual exhibition of Bradford Arts Club

Institute of British Photographers
20th century sculpture (V. & A.)

B.B.C.Drawings (V. & A.)
Contemporary British Colour Woodcuts and Linocuts

(V. & A.)
Institute of British Photographers

Twelve Australian Artists
Sheffield Photographic Society

The Architect and You (R.I.B.A.)
Modern Art in Yorkshire

Heeley Art Club, Annual Exhibition
Art Designing Competition

Sheffield Women's Art Group Exhibition
Paintings by Albert Reuss

Arts Council Collection (War-time purchases)
Scarborough Art Society Exhibition

The Nidderdale Arts Club
Belleroche collection of Brangwyn pictures

Sheffield Society of Artists
Chinese Imperial Robes (V. & A.)

OCTOBER
to Oct 17

to Oct. 17
to Oct. 17
to Oct. 18
to Oct. 18
October

Oct. I to Oct. 31

Oct. 1 to Oct. 31
Oct. 1 to Oct. 31
Oct. 3 to Oct. 24
Oct. 3 to Oct. 31
Oct. 6 to Oct. 30
Oct. 10 to Nov. 8
Oct. 10 to Nov. 7
Oct. 12 to Oct. 19
Oct. 12 to Nov. 9
Oct. 17 to Nov. 7
Oct. 19 to Oct. 31
Oct. 21 to Nov. 4
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
Oct. 24 to Dec. 5
Oct. 24 to Nov. 21
Oct. 24 to Dec. 7

Bradford, Art Gallery
Rotherham, Art Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Scarborough, Art Gallery

Halifax, Museum
Wakefield, Art Gallery
Doncaster, Art Gallery
Huddersfield, Art Gallery
Harrogate, Art Gallery

Mirror and Square Exhibition
Local Prints and Drawings

Early English Watercolours (V. & A.)
Handwriting Exhibition

Bradfer-Lawrence collection of
Watercolours and Drawings

Crossley Commemorative Exhibition
Dutch Masters (National Loan Collection)

Doncaster Art School Exhibition
Camden Town Group

Etchtngs and Engravmgs

NOVEMBER
November

Nov. I to Nov. 30
Nov. 1 to Nov. 28
Nov. 7 to Nov. 28

Nov. 7 to Nov. 28
Nov. 10 to Nov. 30
Nov. 14 to Dec. 31
Nov. 19 to Dec. 20
Nov. 21 to Dec. 12
Nov. 30 to Dec. 12

Halifax, Museum
Rotherham, Art Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Wakefield, Art Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Scarborough, Art Gallery

Brighouse, Art Gallery
Huddersfield, Art Gallery
Harrogate, Art Gallery

Exhibition of Wallpapers (V. & A.)
Steel, Peech & Tozer's Camera Club

Hull Art Club Annual Exhibition
Football and the Fine Arts

Photographs of the Royal Tombs at Westminster
Selection from the Royal Academy

Contemporary Paintings from
Southern and Midland Galleries

Huddersfield Art Society
Huddersfield Camera Club

Prints for Schools

DECEMBER
Dec. I to Dec. 30
Dec. 5 to Jan. 3
Dec. 5 to Dec. 26
Dec. 5 to Dec. 26
Dec. 7 to Dec. 19
Dec. 12 to Jan. 2

Dec. 12 to Jan. 2
Dec. 12 to Jan. 9
Dec. 14 to Dec. 24
Dec. 16 to Dec. 27
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SIR THOMAS INGRAM ATTRIBUTED TO SIR PETER LELY
Oil on canvas 53/' 37$" (1618—1680)
TEMPLE NEWSAM HEIRLOOM

THE 5TH VISCOUNT IRWIN AND HIS WIFE JONATHAN RIGHARDFON
Oil on canvas 106$" x 85$" (1665-1745)

GIVEN BY THE RT. HON. THE EARL OF HALIFAX, 1948



pieces now generally accepted as the work of the studio of Marco Ricci are
referred to simply as " Italian" in the 1730 inventory, as by Sebastiano Ricci
in the 1750, but in 1808 they are split up between Salvator Rosa and
Bourguinone. Many of the entries are infuriatingly brief and too often, in the
early inventories, the names of artists are not mentioned. Touches of humour
are rare but one can hardly believe that the attribution of two paintings of
boys to "Chiar Oscuro" was serious.
Research on the Ingram papers has led to the strengthening of some and

the abandoning of other attributions. A portrait of a lady traditionally said
to be of Essex Lady Irwin had for some time been attributed to Richard
Gibson, the dwarf, on stylistic grounds. Among the letters in Lord Halifax's
possession is one written by John Booth, the steward, to his master the 1st
Viscount, from London on 7th December, 1664. After mentioning a visit to
Sir Thomas Ingram, Booth continues: "I cannot possibly prevale with Gibson
the painter to finish my Ladies picture by expresse from the King he is so taken
up with copying out two of the Countess of Castle Maine that he will not
intermeddle these ten days with any other and the great Picture must also
wait his leasure without which he cannot work Mr. ffranklin says he will take
care to send them as soon as the little one is finished...." The copies of the
portrait he was executing for Charles II were probably miniatures after Lely
and Mr. Oliver Millar informs us that there is no record of them in the royal
collection. Gibson is principally remembered as a miniature painter and this
work does not reveal great proficiency in larger work. The portrait of the
1st Viscount, in armour, is clearly a pair to that of his wife and may also be
attributed to Gibson.
Among the receipts is one that confirms an attribution to Charles Jervas

of a portrait of Arthur, 6th Viscount Irwin. The document reads: "October
the 1 1712 Received of Mr. Bianchi the summe of Ten Guineas by order of
my Lord Erwin in full for a Picture of Mr. Arthur Ingram, having reed. the
other Ten Guineas beforehand. Charles Jervas." This was painted for the
sitter's elder brother, the 4th Viscount, who succeeded while a minor and died
unmarried in 1714. The 6th Viscount succeeded in 1721 to find the estate
heavily burdened with debts and had to obtain an act of Parliament in order
to sell or mortgage certain lands in order to pay them. A pair of small por-
traits of the 4th and 6th Viscounts hang in Lord Irwin's house near Pocklington,
both are signed by T. Vander Wilt. Charles Jervas is an undistinguished
painter in many ways and is best remembered for his portraits of the literary
men with whom he associated. He was an assiduous student of the Italian
masters and executed many copies of their works. Professor Waterhouse
remarks that at his best he has "a pleasant soft and flowing quality to his
silks and satins."2
No name has hitherto been put to the strange portrait of Sir Thomas Ingram

in the robes of the chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster. It is an interesting
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portrait and has considerable delicacy especially in the hands one of which is
marked with veins. Sir Thomas sits in a high backed rush seated country chair
which contrasts strangely with the richness of his black and gold gown. The
sky seen through a window which appears to be high in the wall is particularly
unusual, being a study of layers of cloud. As early as 1702 this portrait appears
in an inventory as: "Sr. Tho: Ingram: Sr. Peter Lilly in his Chancelors
Robes," and it is at least probable that it is indeed by Lely. Sir Thomas
Ingram was the youngest son of Sir Arthur, the builder of Temple Newsam.
He was M.P. for Thirsk, fought for the King at Marston Moor and Naseby;
he was fined and imprisoned by the Parliamentarians and retired to
Sherrif Hutton until the Restoration when he again represented Thirsk in
Parliament. In 1664 he was appointed Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster
and this portrait was probably painted soon after. Sir Thomas Ingram died
in 1672. It is interesting to note that Lely, as a young man, may have been
working in Georg Geldorp's studio in 1642 when Sir Arthur Ingram died and
a foot-man was paid 6d. "to carry the draft of his late master's portrait to
Mr. Geldorp." The posthumous portrait of him by Geldrop is mentioned in
inventories as "a picture of him drawn dead" but has vanished; one of two
full length portraits does, however, still hang at Temple Newsam.

A large double portrait of Rich 5th Viscount Irwin and his wife which hangs
in the Long Ga)lery has been traditionally attributed to the Swedish painter,
Michael Dahl (1659—1743). Although this work is even heavier in style than
is usual for Dahl the attribution has generally been accepted. In the 1750
inventory, however, it appears as a "Portrait of Lord and Lady Irwin,
Richardson." A comparison with photographs of certain works by the two
artists has convinced us that this portrait is in fact by the elder Richardson
and the attribution has been changed accordingly. Jonathon Richardson
(1666—1745), best remembered as a writer and collector of drawings, was a
pupil of John Riley and became a fashionable portrait painter. His style has,
as Professor Waterhouse remarks, "a plain British directness." The 5th
Viscount succeeded his brother to the title in 1714, and in 1718married Anne
Howard, a poetess, the daughter of the 3rd Earl of Carlisle. He died in 1721
when he was about to sail for the Barbadoes of which he had obtained the
governorship. He lost a considerable amount of money in the South Sea
Company and left the estate heavily encumbered. It is probable that the
portrait was painted soon after his marriage.

1 Reproduced in The Leeds Arts Calendar, No. 17, Winter 1952, pp. 22 and 25.
2 Painting in Britain 1530-1790, 1953, p. 107.
3 I have been unable to trace the MS. source of this quotation which is printed in the guide to

Temple Newsam by S. D. Kitson and E. D. Pawson, 1936, p. 47.
4. op cit., p. 106.
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ARTHUR, 3RD VISCOUNT IRWIN LEONARD KNYFF (1650—1722)
Oil on canvas 104$" x 108$"

GIVEN BY THE RT. HON. THE EARL OF HALIFAX> 1948
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Leonard
In'AINTER

AND PICTURE DEALER

HUGH HONOUR

Of all the Ingram family portraits at Temple Newsam, that of Arthur, 3rd
Viscount Irwin, is one of the most interesting and unusual. He is shown
standing in a landscape loading a gun, with a heap of dead game to his left
and a pointer on his right; in the background a man with a gun is standing
by a waterfall. The plants in the foreground are painted with feeling and
precision; blackberries on a spray of bramble are on the point of ripening,
the bracken behind the dog is changing colour and there are a few late flowers
on the mallow to the right. In the nineteenth century this work was
ascribed to John Wootton but it was later attributed with more reason to
Francis Barlow. This attribution has not hitherto been disputed on stylistic
grounds, but the recent examination of documents preserved in the Leeds
Public Library and others in the possession of Lord Halifax'as made it
impossible to maintain.
Among the Ingram family papers in the Leeds Public Library there are

three receipts from Leonard Knyff. One, dated 22nd June 1699, is for $10
and is marked about taking the prospect of the Hall. The other two, dated the 4th
and 13th November 1700, are for sums of g5 and $30, for taking his Lopps
picture. These receipts have been known for some time and it was thought that
they referred to a mediocre half-length portrait which is not usually shown.
The suggestion that they might be connected with the full length portrait is
confirmed by an entry in an inventory of pictures made in about 1750, only
fifty years after the work was executed, in the possession of Lord Halifax:
69 Ar: Ld: Irwin in a Landskip with fowels Knyg
George Vertue, in his notebooks, refers to "Leonard Knyff a (dutch) painter

chiefly fowls dogs 8zc." He was born in Haarlem on August 10th, 1650, the
third son of Wouter Knyff, a landscape painter from whom he probably
received his artistic training. It is not known when he came to England but
by 1681 he was living in the Parish of St. Martin'-in-the-Fields. He returned
to Holland on at least two occasions, in 1693 and in 1695 when a pass was
issued for "Mr. Leonard Knife, a protestant, to go to Harwich or Gravesend
for Holland." He applied for British naturalization and was among a number
of aliens on behalf of whom a warrant was sent to the Attorney General, on
8th June, 1694, to prepare a bill for the great seal to make them "free denizens
of England." He died in 1722, between 16th April when he made his will,
"very weak in body and in hourly expectation of death," and 2nd December
when it was proved.'e appears to have been a man ofmeans and bequeathed
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$1,700 in South Sea Company stock to his wife. Vertu'ent to the sale of
his pictures in May, 1723, and noted "many of his painting. nothing extra-
ordinary."
In Holland he had specialized as a painter of still life and evidence of his

ability may be seen in the group of dead game on the right hand side of the
portrait of the 3rd Viscount Irwin. Unfortunately none of his still-life
paintings are known to be represented in public collections, but the Witt
library contains photographs of several that have passed through the sale
rooms. As far as may be seen from the photographs the technique of painting
is similar to the still life in the painting at Temple Newsam. The c.1750
inventory referred to above lists as Items 87 and 116, pictures recorded as,
Dogs, Pc. Engage. These works are now the property of Lord Halifax and
hang in Lord Irwin's7 house near Pocklington. One represents a black grey-

Detail of Portrait on p. lpga Oil on canvas
LEONARD KNYFF ( 1650—1722)
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GREYHOUND AND HARE Oil on canvas LEONARD KNYFF (1650—1722)
REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION OF THE RT. HON. THE EARL OF HALIFAX

hound killing a strangely unperturbed hare. The background is formal but
the foreground is enlivened by the careful painting of a clump of mallow.
The other work is of greater n crit, showing two fell-hounds and a hare which
is hiding among grasses. The flora is painted with great delicacy and there
is a touch ofwit in the little titmouse upside down on a branch of briar pecking
at a rose hip. Both paintings are signed L:Enyo and the latter is dated 1699.
A similar but less interesting painting of birds and rabbits was illustrated in
?he Connoisseur in 1936.
Like Jan Siberechts, Knyff turned his attention, in England, to topography

and he may indeed be responsible for some of the country-house portraits
attributed to Siberechts. He painted a bird'-eye view of Clandon House
which is in the possession of Lord Onslow. A signed view of The JVorth ProsPect
of Windsor Castle is in the Royal collection and hangs at Windsor. But as a
topographer he is best remembered for the plates which he contributed to the
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first volume of Kip's Britannia Illustrata which was first published in book form
in 1708 though from the letters printed below it would seem that the plates
were first issued to subscribers, without any text, as soon as they were executed.

As well as practising as an artist Knyff acted as a dealer in pictures. It is
tempting to suppose that the entry to country houses given him for work on
the Britannia Illustrata plates enabled him to sell paintings and receive occasional
commission. Among Lord Halifax's papers there is a letter from Knyff to
Mr. Rhodes, steward to the third Viscount, dated 9th January, 1702/3, and
in the Leeds Public Library there is another of the same year dated 26th
January. The text of both letters is here published in full with the abbreviations
expanded but original spelling otherwise maintained.

London Jan. 9, 1702
Mr. Rhodes
I have sent you a box with prints 8z pictures by Wm Ware Leeds Carrier who

setts out this day theirs 58 Single prints. ye same as my Lord had. theirs eleaven
done since which I have sent double. I have done a great many ofHampton
Courte and Windsor for his Highness which are not yett engraved. I not
being payd for them. their is in all 6 pictures in the box for my Lady to take
her choice St. John Baptizing our Saviour is the Same price as the bigest
picture my Lord had and the resurrection is the same price. and the birds and
beasts on Copper is the same valew as the little picture which my Lord had.
the other with a gold tankard (is the same valew) has an ebony frame to itt
but I could not putt itt in the box theres likewise two ovell pictures upon
lapis Lazure fitt for a lady Clossett those two are the price of the largest my
Lord had: they are great curiosities. I sent no varnish lest itt should run out
and spoile what was in the box, but if you please to send for two ounces of
Strasbourgh turpentine and add double the quantity of turpentine oyl and
stirr itt very well and then lay itt on very bare with a brush but lett the picture
be well washed with a Sponge and through drey before you vernish itt pray
returne the pictures my Lady does not like with those two my Lord had as
sone as possible pray be very carefull of the two little pictures if you returne
them your Leonard Knyff.

London Jan. 26 1702

Mr. Roades
I received yours as for the two pictures which my Lord had I valued them

all five guineys the bigest and three the other. these I have sent Saint John
Baptising our Saviour att five guineys and the resurrection all the same price.
those two on Lapis Lazure att five likewise which they cost me. that peice
with a tankard and the other on copper att three guineys each. I do not
remember any such peice as you mention when I was there but I will exchaing
for an other picture to the vallew. the reason I sent the same prints again is
acording to the articles of agrement each Subscriber being to have two of
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TWO FEI.L-HOUNDS AND A HARE LEONARD KNYFF (1650—1722)
Oil on canvas

REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION OF THE RT. HON. THE EARL OF HALIFAX

each. therefore I cannott chaing them for pictures which are mony out of my
pockitt; as for temple newsam you may keep itt if you please and I shall send
an other when I send my Lady some more prints. If her Ladyshipp has not
occasion for so many she may dispose of them amongst her freinds. the first
opertunity I will send some vernish for my Lords picture and make an
acknowledgment to you for your trouble of doing itt. I wonder you should
think the picture not finished because itt was not vernished when most pictures
goe without and itt is not convenient they should till they have been done
some time itt may be done by any one without prejudice to the picture and
for Six pence charge. I am your Humble servant Leonard Knyff.

The following has been written in the left hand margin of this letter:
"Ifmy Lady is not willing to putt a turpentine vernish on the picture, you may
take the whites of three or four eggs and beat them very well and lett them
stand till next morning and then with a drey sponge do itt over. which may
be washed of att any time without any harme."

Three of the paintings mentioned in these letters figure in a brief list of
Pictures valued at Templenetvsam that uIas not to be found before, The Baptism,
Resurrection and Still-life with a tankard. The list is not dated but seems to
have been made in about 1730, but there is no subsequent trace of the three
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pictures. The recipe is for a varnish which must have darkened many a
seventeenth century canvas.

I We are deeply indebted to Lord Halifax for the loan of these papers and the help he has given us
in tracing works mentioned in them.

2 ktralpole Society, Vol. XVIII, p. 117.
3 Calendar of State Papers, 1695, p. 35.
4 Calendar of State Papers, 1694/5, p. 172.
5 For information about Knyff's will I am indebted to Mr. Edward Croft-Murray.
6 op. cit. Ioc. cit.
7 I am indebted to Lord Irwin for permission to see these works.
8 I am indebted to Mr. Oliver Millar for this information.
9 I am most grateful to Mr. A. H. Taylor, the archivist, for drawing my attention to this letter, and

for the help he has given with various archival problems.

RESTORATION AND
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of the Antique, Oriental and Occidental

A few examples of work undertaken
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AND WORKS OF ART
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Old & JModern Paintings
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OLD ENGLISH FLIRNITLIRE and CHINESE PORCELAIN

Fine, Early Georgian Walnut Settee from Inton Manor, Yorkshire
Length 5 ft. 10 ins.

W. WADDINGHAM
IO ROYAL PARADE HARROGATE

Trlcphonc HARROG ATE 5797
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ADAMS GALLERY
FINE MODERN PAINTINGS
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PICKARD OF LEEDS LTD.
OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHERS TO
LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY

Specialists in photographic reproduction of mores of art
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LEEDS 1. Telephone:- 24803

B.MATTHEWS (Photo Printers) LTD.
Photographic Bulk Printers to the leading
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